TMS over the pre-SMA enhances semantic cognition via remote network effects on task-based activity and connectivity
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1. Introduction

The continuous decline of executive abilities is a hallmark of cognitive aging. Its effects can also be observed in domains that usually remain well preserved, such as language and creativity, when contextual demands are high [1,2]. For instance, in the domain of semantic cognition, the decline of cognitive control is reflected by poorer semantic selection processes with age, such as inhibiting irrelevant semantic associations, but not semantic representations per se [3].

On the neural level, age-related changes in semantic cognition are mirrored by a shifted network architecture with increased activity of domain-general networks during task processing [4] and increased coupling of distinct functional networks [5]. It has been suggested that the stronger coupling of usually anti-correlated networks in healthy aging, such as the multiple-demand network (MDN) and the default mode network (DMN), might contribute to the maintenance of semantic processing, since older adults can rely on their preserved semantic knowledge [6,7]. When task demands increase, however, slower and less accurate behavior might be observed since the neural network of semantic control is multidimensional, consisting of domain-specific semantic control, which subserves processes such as the controlled retrieval of less salient conceptual features, and domain-general control, which supports general selection and inhibition mechanisms. This notion is supported by the observation that brain regions that are active
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in tasks with high semantic control demands partially overlap with areas of the MDN [8] and the ventral attention network. However, the functional relevance of domain-general network recruitment for semantic cognition in the aging brain remains largely unclear.

Non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) techniques are recognized as a promising approach to counteract age-related cognitive decline and promote successful aging. These techniques may have the potential to support preservation of cognitive functions in pathological but also healthy aging through modulation of cortical excitability and the enhancement of neuroplasticity [9,10]. Especially the application of theta-burst stimulation (TBS), a patterned protocol of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), has gained increasing interest since it is thought to induce longer-lasting after-effects [11]. So far, only a few studies explored the modulatory effects of TBS on cognition in aging brains [12-15]. The results are heterogeneous, and only one study found improved memory performance after iTBS [13], whereas others revealed changes in task-related activity and connectivity only [12] or non-specific effects of inhibitory stimulation [15].

Complementary insight can be gained by investigating the effect of stimulation on neural activity and functional connectivity. Neuroimaging results can help interpreting behavioral effects and might even be observed in the absence of a stimulation-induced behavioral change [16]. A better understanding of the modulatory effects of TBS at the neural level would increase the efficiency of network stimulation in aging brains. Such network approaches may be more powerful than conventional modulatory applications that target specific brain regions within specialized networks [17].

In the domain of semantic cognition, only a few studies explored the effect of electrical stimulation at the neural level. These studies associated improved performance with a reduction of age-related upregulation in activity [18,19] and increases in functional connectivity between task-relevant regions of interest in the prefrontal cortex [20]. So far, no study explored the potential of rTMS to modulate age-related changes in semantic cognition on the behavioral and neural level.

This study aimed to determine if iTBS could enhance semantic and executive task processing in healthy middle-aged to older adults. The pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) was targeted for stimulation using effective and sham intermittent TBS (iTBS), as it is associated with the semantic control network and the domain-general MDN [8,21], and contributes more to semantic processing in older adults [5,22]. It has been shown to be involved in language learning in healthy young adults [23] and in the recovery of language after stroke [24]. Moreover, a recent investigation emphasized the crucial role of semantic control regions in the association cortex for semantic cognition [25]. The location of the pre-SMA between frontoparietal control and default mode networks enables its unique functional profile combining executive control and meaningful representations.

We included middle-aged to older adults since executive functions like alertness and inhibitory control have been shown to decline from middle age [26,27], which might increase the modulatory potential of TBS in this age group. Using a verbal semantic judgment task with varying cognitive demand and a non-verbal tone judgment task, we were interested in the effect of iTBS on task-based activity and functional connectivity and its relationship with behavior. Specifically, we implemented a cognitively more demanding feature-picture matching (FPM) and a low-level word-picture matching (WPM) task to distinguish stimulation effects on semantic control. Further, the tone judgment task was included to characterize the modulatory effect of pre-SMA stimulation on non-verbal executive demands.

We hypothesized that iTBS modulates processing efficiency through faster responses on the behavioral level and increased whole-brain activity as well as enhanced remote network modulation for our conditions with high cognitive load. FPM and tone judgment. Further, if the pre-SMA contributes to semantic control, comparing FPM with the low-level WPM might reveal task-specific stimulation effects beyond general cognitive control. Finally, we aimed to elucidate how stimulation-induced changes in activity and connectivity relate to behavioral modulation.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

Thirty healthy middle-aged to older adults (14 female; M = 61.6, SD = 7.64, range: 45–74 years) participated in the experiment. Inclusion criteria were native German speaker, right-handedness, normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal vision, no history of neurological or psychiatric conditions, and no contraindication to MRI or rTMS. Participants were also screened for cognitive impairments using the Mini-Mental-State-Examination [28] (all ≥ 26/30 points). Written informed consent was obtained from each participant. The study was approved by the local ethics committee and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Experimental Design

Fig. 1 displays the experimental procedure. We employed a single-blind, cross-over design with three sessions per participant (Fig. 1A). Sessions were separated by at least one week (mean inter-session interval: 28.4 days; SD: 51.2). During the first session (baseline), participants completed two runs of a language localizer task and two runs of the experimental task. The second and third session each began with effective or sham iTBS over the pre-SMA (Fig. 1C). Participants subsequently completed two runs of the experimental paradigm. The order of effective and sham sessions was counterbalanced across participants.

2.3. Experimental paradigm

Two tasks were implemented in the fMRI experiment: a semantic judgment task with varying cognitive demand (low demand: WPM, high demand: FPM) and a non-verbal tone judgment task (Fig. 1B and D). Stimuli of the tasks are described in more detail in Supplementary Methods. In both tasks, participants were required to decide whether an auditory stimulus matches with a presented image via yes/no-button press using the index and middle finger of their left hand. The left hand was used to shift motor activity related to the button press to the right hemisphere. The order of buttons was counterbalanced across participants. Tasks were presented in mini-blocks of four trials per task and blocks were separated by short rest intervals. Individual trials were 3.5 s long including presentation of auditory and visual stimulus, and button press by the participant. Each run included 88 stimuli with 32 items per condition of semantic judgment and 24 items of tone judgment. Participants completed two runs per session.

2.4. Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI data were collected at a 3T Siemens Magnetom Skyra scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. For functional scans, a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging multiband sequence [29] was used with the following parameters: TR: 2000 ms, TE: 22 ms, flip angle: 80°, voxel size: 2.48 × 2.48 × 2.75 mm, FOV: 204 mm, multiband acceleration factor: 3, 60 axial whole-brain slices with interleaved order. For the language localizer task, 266 volumes were acquired. For the experimental task, a total of 842 volumes per session were acquired. For distortion correction, field maps (propolar images) were obtained at the end of each session (TR: 8000 ms, TE: 50 ms). A T1-weighted volume was acquired using an MPRAGE sequence (176 slices, whole-brain coverage, TR: 2300 ms, TE: 2.98 ms, voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm, matrix size: 256 × 240 mm, flip angle: 9°).
2.5. Intermittent theta burst stimulation

rTMS was delivered using the iTBS protocol which consists of bursts of three pulses at 50 Hz given every 200 ms in 2 s trains, repeated every 10 s over 190 s for a total of 600 pulses [30]. We chose TBS since its high-frequency protocols have been reported to induce longer lasting after-effects with a duration of up to 1 h [11]. iTBS was applied via stereotactic neuronavigation (TMS Navigator, Localite, Bonn, Germany) and a MagPro \times 100 stimulator (MagVenture, Farum, Denmark) with an MCF-B65 figure-of-eight coil. For sham stimulation, we used the corresponding placebo coil (MCF-P-B65). During stimulation, the coil handle was pointed in a 90° angle [e.g., [31, 32]] and intensity was set to 90% of individual resting motor threshold (RMT; mean RMT: 51.5%, SD: 4.6%, mean stimulation intensity: 46.3%, SD: 4.2% maximum stimulator output). RMT was defined as the lowest stimulation intensity producing at least five motor evoked potentials of \( \geq 50 \mu V \) in the relaxed first dorsal interosseous muscle when single-pulse TMS was applied to the right motor cortex ten times. We decided to apply iTBS with 90% RMT since we wanted to ensure effective but safe stimulation. Though not the most common intensity for TBS, 90% RMT has been applied before [33] and previous work has revealed that a higher stimulation intensity can lead to an atypical (that is, reversed) effect on cortico-spinal excitability [34]. However, how this affects non-motor behavior has not been explored yet.

Stimulation coordinates for iTBS over the pre-SMA were based on individual activation patterns for the contrast semantic judgment > rest within a pre-defined region of interest (ROI) mask of the pre-SMA [35]. The stimulation target was defined as the global peak of the strongest cluster within the pre-SMA ROI in individuals’ subject space after FWE-correction at \( p < 0.05 \). For plots of the individual stimulation sites within the ROI, see Figs. S1–3. We performed electrical field simulations using SimNIBS v.4.0.0 [36] to characterize location, extent, and strength of the electrical field induced by iTBS over the pre-SMA in each individual subject. Fig. 1C displays the average electrical field while individual fields are shown in Fig. S4.

2.6. Data analyses

All behavioral data as well as extracted beta weights generated or analyzed during this study have been deposited in a public repository on OSF [https://osf.io/4nu6c/]. This repository also holds all self-written analysis code used for this project. Unthresholded statistical group maps for fMRI and gPPI results are made publicly available on NeuroVault: [https://neurovault.org/collections/13064/].

2.6.1. Behavioral data

Accuracy and reaction time data of each session were analyzed using mixed-effects models with a logistic regression for accuracy data due to their binary nature and a linear regression for log-transformed reaction time data. We only analyzed reaction times for correct responses. Contrast coding was done via simple coding. Based on our research questions, session (i.e., baseline, effective or sham stimulation) and
condition (WPM, FPM or tone judgment) along with their interaction term were always entered as fixed effects.

Next, we used stepwise model selection to determine the best-fitting model based on the Akaike Information Criterion. Tables S1 and S2 display the model selection procedures. Equations (1) and (2) show the term were always entered as fixed effects.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Session} + \beta_2 \text{Condition} + \beta_3 \text{Congruency} + \beta_4 \text{Age} \\
\times \text{Congruency} + \beta_5 \text{Session} \times \text{Condition} + \beta_6 \text{Congruency} + \beta_7 \text{Condition} \\
\times \text{Congruency} + \beta_8 \text{Session} \times \text{Condition} + \text{Congruency} + (1|\text{Subject}) + \epsilon
\]

\[
\log \text{Reaction time} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Session} + \beta_2 \text{Condition} + \beta_3 \text{Congruency} + \beta_4 \text{Age} \\
+ \beta_5 \text{Session} \times \text{Condition} + \beta_6 \text{Condition} \times \text{Congruency} \\
+ (1 + \text{Session}|\text{Subject}) + (1|\text{Auditory stimulus}) + \epsilon
\]

2.6.2. Whole-brain analyses

Preprocessing of MRI data was performed using fMRIPrep 20.2.3 [42] which is based on Nipype 1.6.1 [43]. A detailed description can be found in Supplementary Materials. Functional MRI data were modelled using a general linear model (GLM) for each session and participant. For the localizer, the GLM included regressors for the task blocks of intact and degraded listening. For the experimental task, regressors for the three conditions and a separate regressor for error trials were included in the GLM. To account for condition- and trial-specific differences in reaction time, the duration of a trial was defined as the length of the auditory stimulus plus the reaction time. Additional regressors included six motion parameters and individual regressors for strong volume-to-volume movement as indicated by values of framewise displacement > 0.7. Further, temporal and spatial derivatives were modelled for each condition, and a high-pass filter was applied to remove low-frequency noise.

Contrast images were entered intro group-level random effects models. For the first session, one-sample t-tests were computed to define condition-specific activation. To assess differences between effective and sham iTBS, contrast images from the sham session were subtracted from the effective session, and the difference images were submitted to random effects models where session effects were estimated using one-sample t-tests. Results were thresholded at p < 0.05 at peak level and corrected at cluster level for FWE rate at p < 0.05. These models also included regressors for age and age-squared to account for the large age range and regressors for gray matter volume (GMV) and total intracranial volume (TIV) to account for age-related differences in GMV. We used the Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT12) in SPM12 to segment structural images and to calculate gray matter volume (GMV) and total intracranial volume.

To assess the relationship between differences in activation and differences in behavior induced by iTBS, we extracted percent signal change (PSC) for our a-priori defined stimulation site pre-SMA and for clusters showing a significant effect of stimulation (n = 6; see Table 1) using the MarsBar toolbox [44]. For the pre-SMA, PSC was extracted for a cluster centered at each individual stimulation site and containing the 25% strongest activated voxels for the contrast semantic judgment > rest, which was identical to the contrast used for the definition of the stimulation site. Data were then entered into correlation analyses where the difference in PSC for a certain condition was correlated with the difference in accuracy and reaction time between effective and sham sessions.

### Table 1
Univariate fMRI results – effective > sham iTBS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical structure</th>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word-perspective matching &gt; Rest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietal</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>54.30</td>
<td>−19.02</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operculum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>54.30</td>
<td>−53.85</td>
<td>−6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporal gyrus, posterior division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>56.79</td>
<td>−63.80</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occipital cortex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1445</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>−22.82</td>
<td>−71.26</td>
<td>54.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parietal lobe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>−68.78</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>−10.38</td>
<td>−48.87</td>
<td>68.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parietal lobe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feature-perspective matching &gt; Rest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular gyrus, posterior division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>44.35</td>
<td>−83.70</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occipital cortex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>−66.29</td>
<td>−6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>−22.82</td>
<td>−71.26</td>
<td>46.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parietal lobe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>−10.38</td>
<td>−96.14</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>−86.19</td>
<td>29.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word-perspective matching &gt; Tone judgment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital pole</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>−17.85</td>
<td>−91.17</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraparietal cortex</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>−17.85</td>
<td>−71.26</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feature-perspective matching &gt; Tone judgment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraparietal cortex</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>−17.85</td>
<td>−68.78</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>−71.26</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>−25.31</td>
<td>−86.19</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occipital cortex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Results are thresholded at p < 0.05 at peak level (t > 1.71) and FWE-corrected at p < 0.05 at cluster level.

2.6.3. Analysis of subject-specific functional regions of interest

Data from the language localizer task were analyzed employing the group-constrained subject-specific approach [45]. This method allows the identification of individual functional ROIs sensitive to language processing [46], which were then used to characterize response profiles in the independent data set of the experimental task. We did not find any significant effect of stimulation session on activation in the functional ROIs. Details on analysis and results of subject-specific functional ROIs are described in Supplementary Methods and visualized in Figs. S5–8.

2.6.4. Seed-based functional connectivity analysis

To assess potential changes in functional connectivity induced by iTBS, we conducted psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses using the gPPI toolbox [47]. Seed regions were defined for significant global cluster peaks for the contrast of effective and sham session (n = 6 regions, cf. Table 1) and for our stimulation site, bilateral pre-SMA. Binary, resampled masks were created for each seed by building a spherical ROI with a radius of 10 mm. Next, individual ROIs were built by extracting the 25% most active voxels in each seed mask of a given contrast image.

For the gPPI, individual regression models were set up for each ROI and session containing the deconvolved time series of the first eigen-variate of the BOLD signal from the respective ROI as the physiological variable, regressors for the three task conditions and errors as the psychological variable, and the interaction of both variables as the PPI term. Models were adjusted for an omnibus F-test of all task regressors. Subsequently, first-level GLMs were calculated. We were specifically interested in potential differences between effective and sham iTBS sessions.
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for the contrasts FPM > WPM and FPM > tone judgment. Random-effects models for group analysis were set up as described for the univariate analysis. Results were thresholded at $p < 0.001$ at peak level and FWE-corrected $p < 0.05$ at cluster level.

We also explored a relationship between stimulation-induced changes in functional connectivity and behavior. To this end, we extracted pre-SMA-to-ROI PPI connectivity for effective and sham sessions for the contrast semantic judgment > tone judgment where ROI refers to the six seed regions described above. We then correlated the difference between effective and sham connectivity for each pre-SMA-ROI pair with the difference between effective and sham in accuracy and reaction time. Multiple comparison correction was applied via the Bonferroni-Holm method.

### 2.6.5. Whole-brain functional connectivity analysis

We applied whole-brain functional connectivity analyses to explore iTBS-induced changes in the coupling of large-scale networks. To this end, we extracted functional time series for seven large networks from a...
common whole-brain parcellation [48] and two semantic networks (general semantic cognition and semantic control) from a recent meta-analysis on semantic cognition [8]. Time series extraction was done for non-smoothed functional data and included the following denoising pipeline: 24 realignment parameters (six motion parameters, temporal derivatives, and quadratic terms) and top five aCompCor components for white matter and cerebral spinal fluid, respectively. Censoring included a FD threshold of 0.7 mm and 12 discrete cosine-basis regressors to account for signal drifts. All these regressors were combined in a design matrix and removed from the data in a single step [49,50]. Further, time series were detrended and demeaned, and functional images were masked with a subject-specific, resampled gray matter mask before denoising. We then applied correlational psychophysiological interaction analyses (cPPI) [51] to obtain connectivity terms that describe task-related interactions for our contrasts of interest FPM vs. WPM and FPM vs. tone judgment between the selected network components for white matter and cerebral spinal fluid, respectively. Temporal derivatives, and quadratic terms (and top five aCompCor components for white matter and cerebral spinal fluid, respectively. Censoring included a FD threshold of 0.7 mm and 12 discrete cosine-basis regressors to account for signal drifts. All these regressors were combined in a design matrix and removed from the data in a single step [49,50]. Further, time series were detrended and demeaned, and functional images were masked with a subject-specific, resampled gray matter mask before denoising. We then applied correlational psychophysiological interaction analyses (cPPI) [51] to obtain connectivity terms that describe task-related interactions for our contrasts of interest FPM vs. WPM and FPM vs. tone judgment between the selected networks. cPPI analyses were calculated separately for effective and sham stimulation sessions. To obtain significant changes in network interactions after effective relative to sham iTBS, we used network-based statistics (NBS) on the Fisher-transformed correlation matrices of each session. We ran a paired t-test within the NBS toolbox [52] with an initial cluster-forming threshold at $p < 0.05$ ($t = 1.69$) and an FWE-corrected significance threshold at $p < 0.05$ with 10,000 permutations.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

For accuracy, the three-way interaction between session, condition, and congruency was not significant ($x^2 = 7.83, p = 0.099$). However, we detected a significant interaction between condition and congruency ($x^2 = 53.15, p < 0.001$) and session and condition ($x^2 = 21.8, p < 0.001$; Fig. 2C). For session and condition, post-hoc tests showed a significant difference only for the tone task, such that participants performed generally better after the baseline session (active iTBS > baseline: OR = 0.41, $p = 0.001$; sham iTBS > baseline: OR = 0.57, $p = 0.002$). Moreover, we found main effects of condition ($x^2 = 279.34, p < 0.001$) and congruency ($x^2 = 77.32, p < 0.001$) but not of session ($x^2 = 2.79, p = 0.25$). Post-hoc tests revealed overall better performance for WPM than FPM (OR = 5.77, $p < 0.001$) and tone judgment (OR = 3.55, $p < 0.001$). For congruency, accuracy was higher for incongruent than congruent items (OR = 0.5, $p < 0.001$). Post-hoc tests showed that incongruent items had higher accuracy in semantic conditions (WPM: OR = 0.38, $p < 0.001$; FPM: OR = 0.31, $p < 0.001$) but not tone judgments (OR = 1.18, $p = 0.25$).

For reaction time, results showed a significant interaction of session with condition ($x^2 = 44.4, p < 0.001$; Fig. 2D). Reaction times improved for all three conditions after the baseline session (all $p < 0.01$). However, there was no difference in reaction time between effective and sham iTBS sessions. Results also showed a significant interaction between condition and congruency ($x^2 = 306.53, p < 0.001$). For FPM, incongruent items were faster ($p = 0.034$), while for tone judgment, congruent items were faster ($p < 0.001$). Further, we found that reactions times generally increased with age ($x^2 = 9.4, p = 0.002$). Full results of both models are shown in Supplementary Table S4.

3.2. Univariate functional MRI data

3.2.1. The effect of conditions at baseline

Both semantic and tone judgment activated large whole-brain networks with a stronger left lateralization for the semantic task and a more bilateral pattern for the tone task (Fig. 3). When contrasting individual semantic conditions, WPM and FPM, with tone judgment, they each activated a left-lateralized fronto-temporo-occipital network consisting of semantic representation and control regions (Fig. 3A&B). Tone judgment, on the other hand, activated a fronto-parietal network of cognitive control regions encompassing right middle, superior, and inferior frontal gyri, angular gyrus, and precuneus, confirming the non-verbal, high executive demand of this task (Fig. 3A&B). Notably, tone judgment > WPM activated a cluster in the pre-SMA and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex that was not present for tone judgment > FPM, pointing towards the extended cognitive demand for feature-compared with word-picture matching. This was further confirmed by the direct
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Fig. 3. Univariate activation results for experimental conditions during the baseline session. (A) Results for feature-picture matching (FPM) contrasted with tone judgment, (B) results for word-picture matching (WPM) contrasted with tone judgment, and (C) contrasting both semantic conditions, WPM and FPM, with each other. Results are FWE-corrected at peak level $p < 0.05$ ($t > 6.21$) with a minimal cluster size $k = 10$ voxels.
3.2.2. **iTBS increases task-specific activity for high semantic control demand in the attention network**

Results revealed stronger activation after effective compared with sham sessions for both semantic conditions. Compared with rest, there was stronger activation for FPM after effective stimulation in left SPL extending into cuneus and in right AG, occipital, and fusiform gyrus (Fig. 4A). When contrasted with tone judgment, a cluster in left occipital lobe and fusiform gyrus was detected (Fig. 4A). Table S5 lists results for all univariate comparisons.

3.2.3. **Increased activity after iTBS is associated with poorer semantic control**

We correlated the difference in PSC (effective > sham iTBS) for the stimulation site pre-SMA and for cluster peaks that showed an effect of stimulation (Table 1) with the difference in behavior. Results showed a negative correlation for accuracy of FPM with a cluster in left dorsal SPL ($r = -0.37, p = 0.044$; Fig. 4B) such that less PSC after effective iTBS was associated with higher accuracy after iTBS. We did not detect any significant associations with reaction time.

3.2.4. **iTBS modulates task-specific connectivity in domain-general networks**

Analysis of seed-based functional connectivity revealed that two seed regions extracted from the univariate stimulation results showed changes in functional connectivity after effective compared with sham stimulation: left ventral SPL and occipital pole. Both regions showed greater whole-brain coupling for FPM than WPM after effective stimulation. Additionally, the left SPL also showed greater connectivity for tone judgment > FPM (Fig. 5A; Table S6). The left occipital pole showed stronger connectivity with clusters in right precuneus, which was associated with the DMN, the right SPL, which linked to the dorsal attention network, and the left cerebellum. The seed in the left SPL showed different patterns of increased coupling for FPM and tone judgment. For FPM, we found increased activation in left posterior MTG, which is associated with the temporoparietal subnetwork of the DMN. For tone judgment on the other hand, the left SPL coupled with a cluster in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which was associated with the ventral attention network. Fig. 5B shows the overlap of all clusters with a common network parcellation [48]. Extracted parameter estimates showed that for the contrast FPM > WPM, interactions were mainly driven by reduced activation in these clusters for WPM, whereas activation increased for tone judgment for the contrast tone judgment > FPM (Fig. 5C). Seeding in our stimulation site, the pre-SMA, did not reveal significant changes in functional connectivity.

Finally, results from whole-brain connectivity analysis revealed reduced coupling of domain-general networks after effective compared with sham stimulation for the task contrast FPM vs. WPM (Fig. 5D). Coupling between higher-order cognitive networks and between higher-order cognitive networks and primary sensory and motor networks was stronger during sham than effective iTBS. However, iTBS did not have a significant effect on the coupling of task-specific semantic networks.

3.2.5. **Increased coupling of executive networks after iTBS is associated with faster performance for the most demanding semantic condition**

We explored stimulation-induced changes in connectivity from our target site pre-SMA to gPPI ROIs and their relationship with behavior. The change in functional connectivity between pre-SMA and left ventral SPL was associated with a change in behavior after effective stimulation (Fig. 6).

More specifically, a negative correlation ($r = -0.51, p = 0.02$ after Bonferroni-Holm correction) indicated that responses for FPM were slower the more those two regions were decoupled after effective iTBS.

4. **Discussion**

In light of global population aging and the associated increase in age-related diseases, new interventions are needed to counteract cognitive decline and promote successful aging. NIBS is increasingly recognized as a promising tool to boost cognitive functions in older adults. However, to design effective treatment protocols, a better understanding of the neural mechanisms of NIBS is mandatory. In particular, it remains unclear whether stimulation-induced improvements may be underpinned by decreases or increases in task-related activity and connectivity, or both. Here, we explored the effect of effective relative to sham iTBS over the pre-SMA on the behavioral and neural level during a semantic and a tone judgment task. In the absence of direct behavioral changes, we found significant modulation of task-related activity and connectivity. These changes differed in their functional relevance at the behavioral level. Our main results were as follows: iTBS induced increased activation during semantic processing at remote regions in posterior attention and visual networks. Functional connectivity, on the other hand, was modulated by the executive task demand such that high semantic control demands were linked to more widespread coupling with attention, default, and control networks, whereas non-verbal cognitive control led to stronger coupling with attention and control networks. On the other hand, large-scale domain-general networks showed overall decreased coupling between each other after effective stimulation during semantic

![Fig. 4. Effect of stimulation on brain activation.](image-url) After effective stimulation, stronger activation was found for (A) feature-picture matching (FPM) compared with rest (implicit baseline) and tone judgment. We extracted percent signal change (PSC) for significant clusters and correlated the difference in PSC between effective and sham sessions with the difference in behavior between effective and sham sessions. (B) For Δ of accuracy of FPM, a negative correlation with the difference in PSC in the left superior parietal lobe (SPL) was detected. MRI results are thresholded at $p < 0.05$ at peak level ($t > 1.71$) and FWE-corrected at $p < 0.05$ at cluster level.
processing with high control demands. Strikingly, TMS-induced changes in activation and functional connectivity had differential effects on behavior. While increased activity related to poorer semantic control, enhanced coupling between the stimulation site and the dorsal attention network was linked to faster performance in the most demanding semantic condition. Overall, our findings show that iTBS modulates networks in a task-dependent manner and generates effects at regions remote to the stimulation site. Further, our results shed new light on the role of the pre-SMA in domain-general and semantic control processes, indicating that the pre-SMA supports executive aspects of semantic control. Although iTBS did not induce direct changes in behavior in our sample of healthy middle-aged to older adults, the association between more efficient processing and increased connectivity in attention networks points towards the potential of TMS to counteract cognitive...
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networks. These findings highlight the potential of iTBS to generate task-specific changes in functional network coupling [12,65,72]. Further, it suggests a stimulation-induced modulation of whole-brain functional connectivity in response to executive and attention demands and supports the notion of the pre-SMA as an organizing hub in the MDN, coordinating the interaction of different cognitive control regions [73].

In contrast, whole-brain connectivity analyses revealed reduced coupling during FPM between domain-general networks after effective iTBS. This finding is in line with previous work where multi-session rTMS of the pre-SMA induced reduced network connectivity [74]. In the absence of direct behavioral changes, this reduction in global network coupling might reflect more efficient network interactions induced by iTBS. Importantly, we did not detect this change in network connectivity for semantic networks, thus emphasizing the effect of pre-SMA stimulation on domain-general but not semantic-specific systems.

4.5. iTBS-induced changes in activation and functional connectivity relate differently to behavior

While it might seem surprising that increased activation of the parietal dorsal attention network was linked to poorer accuracy in the semantic task (Fig. 7), this finding corroborates the notion that the most efficient task processing is associated with little or no additional

4.3. iTBS over the pre-SMA increases activity in a widespread network of visual processing and cognitive control

Effective iTBS generated greater activity in posterior regions but not at the stimulation site. This finding was surprising but is in line with previous observations that TBS produces remote effects in neural networks [12,64,65]. Notably, stimulation-induced changes in neural activity were only found for the semantic task and in the occipital cortex, including bilateral lingual gyr and medial occipital lobe. There is emerging evidence from healthy but also patient studies that the occipital cortex, particularly the lingual gyrus, supports language-related and verbal memory tasks [66-69]. Thus, the increased activation of these regions mediated by the pre-SMA suggests a top-down control on visual processing regions in a task-specific manner. Moreover, for the FPM condition, we found additional activation in the dorsal attention network after effective stimulation, which illustrates a functional connection with focused attention, likely semantic-specific [67,70,71].

4.4. iTBS increases functional coupling of task-relevant networks but decreases overall functional connectivity

Seed-based functional connectivity analyses showed increased whole-brain coupling for the two conditions with high executive demand, FPM and tone judgment. Notably, which networks showed enhanced coupling was task-dependent. Seeding in a node of the left dorsal attention network, we found increased connectivity with regions in the left temporoparietal subnetwork of the DMN, which is associated with semantic control, and the homologous right dorsal attention network for FPM compared with WPM. For tone judgment compared with FPM, on the other hand, the same seed showed enhanced connectivity with a cluster in middle frontal gyrus, which was linked to the ventral attention network. These findings highlight the potential of iTBS to generate task-specific changes in functional network coupling [12,65,72]. Further, it suggests a stimulation-induced modulation of whole-brain functional connectivity in response to executive and attention demands and supports the notion of the pre-SMA as an organizing hub in the MDN, coordinating the interaction of different cognitive control regions [73].

Nonetheless, though unintended, the absence of a stimulation effect on
decline and maintain executive processing in aging.

4.2. iTBS does not produce direct behavioral changes at the group level

Although univariate fMRI results from the baseline session demonstrated the contribution of the pre-SMA to both experimental tasks, applying effective iTBS to the pre-SMA did not produce direct behavioral changes relative to sham. This result was unexpected. However, we are not the first study to observe stimulation-induced effects on the neural but not behavioral level in healthy older adults [12]. The lack of a behavioral effect might be due to numerous reasons. First, including a separate baseline session may have affected the chance of observing a stimulation effect since participants were already familiarized with the paradigm and improved across all conditions after the baseline session. Second, offline stimulation might not have been strong enough to induce behavioral changes. Although we took great care to minimize the time between end of stimulation and begin of task-based fMRI, this might have hindered chances for a behavioral effect. Third, the tasks may have been too easy to observe a facilitatory effect of iTBS. This is the first study to use TBS in healthy aging in semantic cognition. While previous work successfully applied anodal electrical stimulation to the left inferior frontal and motor cortex to enhance semantic processing in older adults [18,19,56], the potentially facilitatory stimulation of an executive control hub might not have been critical when task performance is already high. Finally, it has been shown that high levels of baseline functional connectivity in the motor system and neurochemical states in task-specific hubs can predict responsiveness to TBS [57-60]. These predictors might explain the relatively high individual variability in behavioral changes, that is often observed in TBS [cf. 61 for a review]. Nonetheless, though unintended, the absence of a stimulation effect on cognition allowed us to interpret alterations on the neural level without the confounds of behavioral changes that might make them harder to interpret otherwise [62,63]. Moreover, the behavioral relevance of these changes was demonstrated in the significant correlations between activity or connectivity increases and behavioral modulation.
Fig. 7. iTBS over a hub of the domain-general multiple-demand network enhanced coupling with other cognitive control networks distal to the stimulation site. Stimulation-induced increases in activity of cognitive control networks were linked to poorer performance, while increased connectivity between task-relevant networks was associated with more efficient processing during semantic judgments.

It should be noted that the results on TMS-induced changes in functional activity only survived a relatively liberal statistical threshold at $p < 0.05$ at peak level, with a cluster-level correction for FWE rate at $p < 0.05$ to ensure multiple comparison correction. Our findings show that the effect of TMS on functional activity can be subtle. However, using these significant clusters as seeds for functional connectivity analyses revealed statistically strong differences between effective and sham stimulation in remote task-relevant networks. Moreover, the present study did not include an additional group of healthy young adults, which would help to further elucidate the age-related effects of iTBS. In its current form, the results show that iTBS has the potential to induce more efficient processing when cognitive demands are high. Future research should explore the age dependency of this effect.

In conclusion, our results agree with the proposal of an adaptive recruitment of domain-general resources to support language processing, which, however, are less efficient than the specialized domain-specific network [10]. Moreover, we demonstrate the potential of facilitating demanding semantic processing in healthy aging via iTBS over a domain-general hub and reveal the underlying modulation of neural networks. Stimulation effects on activity and connectivity were constrained by the cognitive load of a task and took place within distributed networks. This has implications for future studies on the application of rTMS to counteract cognitive decline and highlights the need of a better understanding of the neural network effects of NIBS in general. Stimulation approaches that target functional reorganization within specialized networks as well as remote additional resources might help to design more efficient treatment protocols in the future.
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